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This two-part contribution presents a beam theory with a non-uniform warping including the eﬀects of torsion and
shear forces, and valid for any homogeneous cross-section made of isotropic elastic material. Part I is devoted to the the-
oretical developments and part II discusses analytical and numerical results obtained for torsion and shear-bending of can-
tilever beams made of diﬀerent kinds of cross-section. The theory is based on a kinematics assuming that the cross-section
maintains its shape and including three independent warping parameters associated to the three warping functions corre-
sponding to torsion and shear forces. Starting from this displacement model and using the principle of virtual work, the
corresponding beam theory is derived. For this theory, closed-form results are obtained for the cross-sectional constants
and the three-dimensional expressions of the normal and shear stresses. Comparison with classical beam theories is carried
out and additional eﬀects due to the non-uniformity of the warping are highlighted. In particular, the contributions of pri-
mary and secondary internal forces and the eﬀect of the non-symmetry of the cross-section on the structural behavior of
the beam are speciﬁed. Simpliﬁed versions of this theory, wherein the number of degrees of freedom is reduced, are also
presented. The analytical and numerical analyzes presented in part II give responses on the quality of this non-uniform
beam theory and indicate also when its simpliﬁed versions could be applied.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In general cases of loading and boundary condition, the warping is non-uniform along the axis of a beam.
This leads to a beam mechanical behavior that may be enough diﬀerent from that predicted by Saint Venant
beam theory (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998; El Fatmi and Zenzri, 2002) or other theories which are restricted
to uniform warping (Bernoulli, Timoshenko, etc.). In particular, when the warping is restrained, it can induce
important additional normal and shear stresses. Neglecting these warping stresses may generate signiﬁcant
errors specially for open proﬁle torsion or shear-bending of short beams, and the situation may be even more
critical for composite beams.0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2007.02.006
E-mail address: rached.elfatmi@enit.rnu.tn
Nomenclature
List of symbols
n displacement
, r, K strain, stress and elasticity tensor
f, F, H body force and surface density forces
E, m, G Young’s modulus and shear modulus
x unit vector of the beam axis
S, oS cross-section and contour
y, z unit vectors of the inertia axes
K structural compliance operator of the beam
A, Ay, Az area and reduced areas
ky, kz shear coeﬃcients
Iy, Iz, J moments of inertia and the torsional constant
G, C centroid and shear center
yc, zc coordinate of the shear center C
(x,u), (h,v) cross-sectional displacements
c, v cross-sectional strain
g = [gx,gy,gz] warping parameters associated to torsion and shear forces
(R,M) cross-sectional stresses
N, Ty, Tz axial force and shear forces
Mx, My, Mz torsional moment and bending moments
Mw ¼ ½Mxw;Myw;Mzw bimoment vector
Mp ¼ ½Mxp; T yp; T zp primary internal force vector
Ms ¼ ½Mxs ; T ys ; T zs secondary internal force vector
Iw warping matrix and with i 2 {x,y,z}
/i Saint Venant warping functions corresponding to torsion and shear forces
si Saint Venant shear stresses corresponding to torsion and shear forces
Vi, Wi in-plane displacement corresponding to tension and bendings
wi Warping functions corresponding to torsion and shear forces
Compact notations
h(Æ)i denotes RSðÞdS
h(Æ)io denotes
R
@SðÞd@S
aibi is a sum using the repeated indices convention
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mechanical behavior associated to warping. These theories have generally been performed to study,
separately, the eﬀects of torsional warping (Benscoter, 1954; Vlasov, 1961; Batoz and Dhatt, 1990; Mentr-
asti, 1991; Prokic`, 1993; Gruttmann et al., 1999; Sapountzakis and Mokos, 2003, 2004; Roberts and
Al-Ubaidi, 2001; Eisenberger, 2003; Saade´, 2004; Pavazza, 2005; Kim and Kim, 2005) and shear force
warping (Touratier, 1991; Reddy et al., 1997; Martinez et al., 1999; Maddur and Chaturvedi, 2000; Wang
et al., 2000; Reddy et al., 2001; Dufort et al., 2001). The main part of these works has been devoted to
the analyzes of non-uniform torsion of thin-walled proﬁles or composite beams (Loughlan and Ata, 1998;
Ferrero et al., 2001; Sapountzakis, 2000; Sapountzakis and Mokos, 2006; Yu et al., 2005; Mokos and
Sapountzakis, 2005) which have actually gained a growing importance due to their strength and cost
beneﬁts.
In these theories, called high order theories, non-uniform warping beam analyzes are achieved by imple-
menting displacement models (n) including a warping (w) of the following shape:
1 Th
section
5914 R. El Fatmi / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 5912–5929nðx;XÞ ¼ vðxÞ þ hðxÞ ^ X þ wðx;XÞx with wðx;XÞ ¼ gðxÞwðXÞ ð1Þ
where, x is the unit vector of the beam axis, X the in-section vector position, (v,h) the cross-sectional displace-
ments, g the warping parameter and w a warping function associated to torsion or to one of the shear forces
(vectors are highlighted in boldface characters). In each case, w is supposed to represent the corresponding
Saint Venant warping function, which is considered as the reference to describe the natural warping of a
cross-section. Furthermore, for these theories, the warping parameter g may be independent or linked to
the cross-sectional strains, which can reduce the number of degrees of freedom. This approach is well de-
scribed by Benscoter (1954) and Vlasov (1961) theories which are the most well-known theories for the torsion
of thin-walled proﬁles (see the synthetic presentation in Calgaro (1998) or the detailed one in Saade´ et al.
(2004)). The warping function is approximated by a sectorial characteristic of the cross-section reduced to
its contour line, and the warping parameter is independent (Benscoter, 1954) or taken as the twisting rate
h0x (Vlasov, 1961) ((.)
0 expresses the derivative with respect to x). For the shear-bending, in (x  z)-plane,
for example, the warping function is often represented by an odd cubic function1 of z (Reddy et al., 1997;
Wang et al., 2000; Eisenberger, 2003), and the warping parameter g may be either independent (Martinez
et al., 1999; Tsai and Kelly, 2005) or taken as the classical shear strain cz ¼ v0z þ hy (Dufort et al., 2001).
For non-uniform warping theories, two results are expected:
– the evaluation of the structural behavior of the beam, specifying the non-symmetry eﬀect of the cross-
section,
– and for general loadings and boundary conditions, the prediction of the normal and shear stresses, in par-
ticular close to the critical sections where the warping is restrained.
Non-uniform warping theories agree for the structural behavior of the beam in the case of bi-symmetrical
cross-sections. There is also an agreement about the expression of the additional axial stresses due to warping.
However, the situation is not so clear for the shear stresses because these ones are intimately associated to the
choice of the function which represents the warping and to the choice of the warping parameter (independent
or not). Also, there is not an agreement concerning the eﬀect of the non-symmetry of the cross-section. In most
of the works, for non-symmetrical cross-section, if the bending moments refer to the centroid while the tor-
sional moment refers to the shear center, torsional and bending eﬀects remain uncoupled for non-uniform
warping theories as they were in classical beam theories. However, on an other side, Kim and Kim (2005) have
shown that a ﬂexural–torsional coupling is induced by the non-uniformity of the warping.
In order to obtain a beam theory valid for any cross-section and able to detect eventual elastic coupling
between the warpings associated to torsion and shear forces, we propose, in this paper, a beam theory based
on the following warping model:wðx;XÞ ¼ gxðxÞwxðXÞ þ gyðxÞwyðXÞ þ gzðxÞwzðXÞ ð2Þusing three independent warping parameters (gx,gy,gz) associated to three warping functions (w
x,wy,wz) which
are ‘‘exactly’’ the Saint Venant warping functions corresponding to torsion and shear forces. This model, that
could be considered as the most general one, leads to a non-uniform beam theory able to highlight several
aspects of the warping eﬀects discussed above.
The study is carried out within the framework of small perturbations and for a straight homogeneous beam
made of linear elastic and isotropic material. The kinematical modeling includes the warping speciﬁed by Eq.
(2), and assumes that the cross-section maintains its shape (no distortion) and neglects the in-plane Poisson’s
eﬀect. Starting from this displacement model and thanks to the principle of virtual work, the corresponding
beam theory is derived.
It should be noted that the theoretical development of this theory is completely based on the properties of
3D Saint Venant’s solution. Thus, it is necessary in the present paper, to ﬁrst recall Saint Venant’s problem
and the detailed 3D Saint Venant’s solution. Then, the proposed beam theory is developed (it will be denotedis choice, which can be suitable for a rectangular cross-section is used for multiple shapes of bi-symmetrical homogeneous cross-
s (Saade´, 2004) or composite ones (Dufort et al., 2001).
x
y
z
G
H0 HL
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Fig. 1. 3D Saint Venant’s problem.
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reduced, are also presented and discussed.
It is worth noting that in order to use this NUW-BT, it is imperative to previously know, for any given
cross-section, all its constants and in particular its Saint Venant warping functions and shears. For the numer-
ical results presented in part II (El Fatmi and Zenzri, 2002), this is achieved by using the software tool des-
ignated by SECOPE which is available within the ﬁnite elements code CASTEM (Le Fichoux, 1998).
SECOPE has been developed conforming to the numerical method proposed by El Fatmi and Zenzri
(2002, 2004) for the computation of the 3D Saint Venant solution within the framework of the exact beam
theory (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998; Ladeve`ze et al., 2001).
NUW-BT and its simpliﬁed versions are used in part II to analytically and numerically analyze torsion and
shear-bending of cantilever beams made of diﬀerent kinds of cross-section. The results give responses on the
quality of this non-uniform beam theory and indicate also when its simpliﬁed versions may be applied.
2. Saint Venant’s problem and Saint Venant’s solution
One can ﬁnd in Appendix A the detailed expression2 of Saint Venant’s solution as given by Ladeve`ze and
Simmonds (1998), within the framework of the exact beam theory which constitutes our reference.
In this section, we give, for an homogeneous elastic isotropic material, the Saint Venant solution that refers
to the shear center of the cross-section, and wherein the in-plane displacement related to Poisson’s eﬀects will
be omitted (which is equivalent to assume that Poisson’s ratio m is zero). Further, several properties of Saint
Venant solution, needed for the theoretical development of the NUW-BT presented in the next section, are
also speciﬁed.
Remark. It is worth noting that Saint Venant solution does not refer only to the torsion but refers to the
complete Saint Venant problem that includes all the internal forces and, in particular, the torsion and the shear
forces.
2.1. The three-dimensional Saint Venant problem
Saint Venant’s problem shown in Fig. 1 is a 3D equilibrium beam problem. The beam is along the x axis
and is occupying a prismatic domain X of constant cross-section S and length L. Slat is the lateral surface and
S0 and SL are the extremity cross-sections. y and z are the inertia unit vectors of the cross-section. A point is
marked M = xx + X, where X belongs to S and refers to the centroid G. The material constituting the beam is
linear elastic and isotropic characterized by the Young’s modulus E and the shear modulus G. The beam is in
equilibrium only under surface force densities H0 and HL acting on S0 and SL, respectively (see Fig. 1).2 Within the framework of the exact beam theory (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998), Saint Venant’s solution is expressed (see Appendix
A) with cross-sectional operators (CSO) that contain the warping functions, the shears, the structural behavior, etc. For the mathematical
characterization (equations and boundary conditions) that governs these operators see the details (El Fatmi and Zenzri, 2002, section-3)
for a 2D-characterization (on the cross-section) and (El Fatmi and Zenzri, 2004, section-3) for 3D-characterization (on a slice of the
beam). For a quick description of the numerical method used to compute these operators see section-4.1 in part II (El Fatmi, 2007).
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Saint Venant’s solution satisﬁes all the equations of the linearized equilibrium problem, except the bound-
ary conditions on (S0,SL) which are satisﬁed only in terms of resultant (force and moment). To give the
expression of Saint Venant’s solution, it is convenient to introduce ﬁrst these notations:
• Let (yc,zc) denote the components of the shear center C, and (y  yc,z  zc) the components of the in-plane
vector position X that refers to C. We deﬁne for any vector ﬁeld h on S the operatorshhi ¼
Z
S
hdS; mðhÞ ¼
hðy ycÞhz  ðz zcÞhyi
hzhxi
hyhxi
264
375 ð3Þ• r denoting the stress tensor, the cross-sectional stresses (R,M) are deﬁned byR ¼ hr  xi ¼ ðN ; T y ; T zÞ
M ¼ mðr  xÞ ¼ ðMx;My ;MzÞ

ð4Þ(N,Ty,Tz) are the axial and the shear forces, Mx is the torsional moment referring to the shear center C,
whereas (My,Mz) are the bending moments referring to the centroid G.
Saint Venant’s solution is given bynsv ¼ uðxÞ þ xxðxÞx ^ X þ ðxyðxÞyþ xzðxÞzÞ ^ X þ ðMx/xðXÞ þ T y/yðXÞ þ T z/zðXÞÞx ð5Þ
rsv ¼
rsvxx r
sv
xy r
sv
xz
0 0
0
264
375
sym
rsvxx ¼ NA þ M
y
Iy
z MzIz y
ssv ¼ rxyyþ rxzz ¼ Mxsx þ T ysy þ T zsz
(
ð6Þ
c
v
 
¼ K R
M
 
with K ¼
1
EA 0 0 0 0 0
1
GAky
0 0 0 0
1
GAkz
0 0 0
1
GJ 0 0
1
EIy
0
1
EIz
266666666664
377777777775
sym
ð7Þwhere (R,M) verify the one-dimensional (1D) equilibrium equationsR0 ¼ 0
M 0 þ x ^ R ¼ 0

ð8Þ(u,x) are the cross-sectional displacements and the cross-sectional strains (c = u 0 + x ^ x, v = x 0) are related
to (R,M) by the one-dimensional structural behavior (Eq. (7)) where K is the Saint Venant structural compli-
ance operator of the beam. The cross-sectional constants (A,ky,kz, Iy, Iz,J) are the area, the shear coeﬃcients,
the moments of inertia and the torsional constant, respectively. (/i,si) with i 2 {x,y,z} are the Saint Venant
warping functions and the Saint Venant shears corresponding to torsion and shear forces, respectively. In this
solution, it should be noted that rsv is unique and nsv is given within an arbitrary rigid body displacement.
([ ]sym indicates that the matrix is symmetric).
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(Eq. (7)) and boundary conditions3 on S0 and SL, form the 1D problem that deﬁnes the Saint Venant beam
theory associated to the 3D Saint Venant’s solution.
2.3. Detailed properties of Saint Venant’s solution
For the theoretical developments of the NUW-BT described in the next section, we specify hereafter several
properties concerning the Saint Venant warping functions /i and the Saint Venant shears si and their relations.
a– The shears si verify the natural conditions3
x ¼
x ¼
hsxi ¼ 0; hsyi ¼ y; hszi ¼ z
hX ^ sxi ¼ x; hX ^ syi ¼ 0; hX ^ szi ¼ 0

ð9Þb– K is the result of the following identiﬁcation (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998):hðrsvÞaK1ðrsvÞbi ¼ R
a
Ma
 t
K
Rb
Mb
" #
8ða; bÞ ð10Þwhere K denotes the elasticity tensor, and ((rsv)a,Ra,Ma) and ((rsv)b,Rb,Mb) are the stresses and cross-
sectional resultants corresponding to Saint Venant’s solutions associated to the data ðHa0;HaLÞ and
ðHb0 ;HbLÞ, respectively ((Æ)t denotes the transpose operator). This identiﬁcation leads, in particular, to the
following properties for si:hsx  sxi ¼ 1J ; hsx  syi ¼ 0; hsx  szi ¼ 0
hsy  syi ¼ 1Aky ; hsy  szi ¼ 0
hsz  szi ¼ 1Akz
9>=>; ð11Þ
The reduced areas are deﬁned by Ay = Aky and Az = Akz. It should be noted that (ky,kz) are not the Timo-
shenko coeﬃcients (or correction factors) but the shear coeﬃcients associated to the Saint Venant shears
(sy,sz) which are related to the Saint Venant warping functions (/y,/z) (see Eq. (13)).
c– The warping functions /i verifyh/ii ¼ hy/ii ¼ hz/ii ¼ 0; i 2 fx; y; zg ð12Þ
These conditions are always possible (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998), since nsv is unique within an arbitrary
rigid body displacement.
d– Starting from Eqs. (5) to (7), one can derive the relations between the shears si and the warping
functions /isx ¼ 1J ðx ^ X þ GJ$/xÞ
sy ¼ 1Ay ðyþ GAy$/
yÞ
sz ¼ 1Az ðzþ GAz$/
zÞ
9>>=>; ð13Þ
where $ denotes the gradient operator.
e– When a cross-section presents y- or/and z-symmetry, we have the following properties:y symmetry: zc ¼ 0 /x is odd=z /y is even=z /z is odd=z
x y z

ð14Þz symmetry: yc ¼ 0 / is odd=y / is odd=y / is even=y0; fR;Mgj0 ¼ fhH0i; hmðH0Þig
L; fR;MgjL ¼ fhHLi; hmðHLÞig
:
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The beam reference problem in Fig. 2 is similar to the three-dimensional problem deﬁned in Section 2.2 but
with a supplementary body loading f acting in X, and a surface force density F acting on Slat.
3.1. Kinematical modeling
The displacement is chosen similar to the Saint Venant’s one (Eq. (5))nðv; h; gÞ ¼ vðxÞ þ hxðxÞx ^ X þ ðhyðxÞyþ hzðxÞzÞ ^ X þ gxðxÞwxðXÞ þ gyðxÞwyðXÞ þ gzðxÞwzðXÞ
 
x ð15Þ
where (v,h) are the cross-sectional displacements, (gx,gy,gz) are three independent warping parameters,
(wx,wy,wz) are warping modes corresponding to torsion and shear forces related to Saint Venant’s warping
functions bywx ¼ GJ/x; wy ¼ GAy/y ; wz ¼ GAz/z ð16Þ
At the abscissae x, each warping parameter gi(x) measures the magnitude of the corresponding warping
(wi). This displacement model assumes that the cross-section maintains its shape (no distortion) and neglects
the in-plane Poisson’s eﬀect. The beam theory associated with this displacement, parametrized by (v,h,g) with
(g = (gx,gy,gz)), will be derived hereafter by the principle of virtual work.
Let us call also wi the Saint Venant warping functions and introduce, for the following, these notations:
• bn ¼ bðv; bh; bgÞ will denote a virtual displacement and b ¼ eðbnÞ the corresponding strain tensor (the over-hat
will be used to indicate that cðÞ is a virtual quantity). The non-zero components of b areb ¼ bexx ¼ bcx þ zbvy  ybvz þ bg
0
iw
i
2bexy ¼ bcy  ðz zcÞbvx þ giwi;y
2bexz ¼ bcz þ ðy ycÞbvx þ bgiwi;z
264
375 ð17Þwhere ðbc ¼ bv0 þ x ^ bh; bv ¼ bh0Þ, and where (Æ),a denotes the partial derivative with respect to a with
a 2 {y,z}.
• Similar to the compact notations h(Æ)i and mðÞ, we deﬁne, for any ﬁeld vector h on the contour oS the
operatorshhi@ ¼
Z
@S
hd@S; mðhÞ@ ¼
hðy ycÞhz  ðz zcÞhyi@
hzhxi@
hyhxi@
264
375 ð18Þ3.2. Internal forces and equilibrium equations
The internal virtual work is W i ¼ 
R
Lhr : eðbnÞidx. Using the expression Eq. (17) of the virtual deforma-
tions, Wi takes the formx
y
z
G
H0 HL
S0 SL
Slat
F
f
Fig. 2. 3D reference problem.
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Z
L
R  bc þM  bv þMw  bg0 þM s  bg dx
¼
Z
L
R0  ðbv þ x ^ bhÞ þM 0  bh þ ðM 0w MsÞ  bg 	dx R  bv þM  bh þMw  bgh iL
0
ð19ÞwhereR ¼ hr  xi; Mw ¼ hrxxwiixi;
M ¼ mðr  xÞ; M s ¼ hrxywi;y þ rxzwi;zixi;
xi 2 fx; y; zg ð20ÞThis deﬁnes the internal forces R, M, Mw and Ms. For the new ones Mw and Ms, the components will be
denoted byMw ¼
Mxw
Myw
Mzw
264
375; M s ¼ M
x
s
T ys
T zs
264
375 ð21ÞIt is usual, in non-uniform torsional warping theories, to call Mxw the bimoment, and M
x
s the secondary
torsional moment (see e.g. Sapountzakis and Mokos, 2006). By analogy, Mw will be called the bimoment
vector and Ms the secondary internal force vector. The components of Ms are: the secondary torsional moment
Mxs which is homogeneous to a moment, and the secondary shear forces ðT ys ; T zsÞ which are homogeneous to
forces.
The external virtual work isW e ¼
Z
L
hf  bni þ hF  bni@ 	dxþ Z
S0
H0  bn dSþ Z
SL
HL  bn dS ð22Þ
Using the expression of the displacement (Eq. (15)), We takes the formW e ¼
Z
L
p  bv þ l  bh þ q  bg 	dxþ P0  bv0 þ C0  bh0 þQ0  bg0 þ PL  bvL þ CL  bhL þQL  bgL ð23Þ
where, with xi 2 {x,y,z},p ¼ hf i þ hFi@
l ¼ mðf Þ þmðFÞ@
q ¼ hf xwii þ hF xwii@
 
xi
9>=>; ð24Þ
P0 ¼ hH0i;PL ¼ hHLi
C0 ¼ mðH0Þ;CL ¼ mðHLÞ
Q0 ¼ hHx0wiixi;QL ¼ hHxLwiixi
9>=>; ð25Þ
Thanks to the principle of virtual work, Eqs. (19)–(23) are used to provide the equilibrium equations and the
boundary conditionsR0 þ p ¼ 0
M 0 þ x ^ Rþ l ¼ 0
M 0w M s þ q ¼ 0
9>=>; ð26Þ
x ¼ 0; fR;M;Mwg0 ¼ fP0;C0;Q0g
x ¼ L; fR;M;MwgL ¼ fPL;CL;QLg

ð27Þ{f,l,q} and {(P0,C0,Q0); (PL,CL,QL)} deﬁne, for the one-dimensional theory, the external actions associated
to the external body force f and the external surface force densities F, H0, HL acting on a section Slat, S0, SL,
respectively.
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Let D ¼ ðDr;DsÞ denote the generalized strain vector and T ¼ ðTr;TsÞ the corresponding generalized
force vector deﬁned by:Dr ¼
cx
vy
vz
g0x
g0y
g0z
2666666664
3777777775
; Ds ¼
vx
cy
cz
gx
gy
gz
2666666664
3777777775
; Tr ¼
N
My
Mz
Mxw
Myw
Mzw
2666666664
3777777775
; Ts ¼
Mx
T y
T z
Mxs
T ys
T zs
2666666664
3777777775
ð28ÞThe one-dimensional elastic constitutive relation can be written T ¼ CD where C deﬁnes the structural
rigidity operator. Using the matrix notation, the elastic strain energy for the one-dimensional model of the
beam is given byW 1Del ðD;DÞ ¼
1
2
Z
L
½Dt½C½Ddx ð29ÞBesides, for the three-dimensional problem, e denoting the strain tensor associated to the displacement
n(v,h,g) (Eq. (15)), and using Hooke’s law, the beam elastic strain energy can be written asW 3Del ðe; eÞ ¼
1
2
Z
L
hEe2xx þ 4Gðe2xy þ e2xyÞidx ð30ÞIdentifying the strain energies W 3Del and W
1D
el allows to derive the rigidity operator C. This identiﬁcation
shows that C can be written asC ¼ C
r 0
0 Cs
 
ð31Þand leads to the following uncoupled constitutive relationsTr ¼ CrDr; Ts ¼ CsDs ð32Þ
withCr ¼ E
A 0 0 hwxi hwyi hwzi
Iy 0 hzwxi hzwyi hzwzi
Iz hywxi hywyi hywzi
hðwxÞ2i hwxwyi hwxwyi
hðwyÞ2i hwywzi
hðwzÞ2i
26666666664
37777777775
sym
ð33Þ
Cs ¼ G
Ix zcA ycA hðx;X ;$wxÞi hðx;X ;$wyÞi hðx;X;$wzÞ
A 0 h$wx  yi h$wy  yi h$wz  yi
A h$wx  zi h$wy  zi h$wz  zi
h$wx  $wxi h$wx  $wyi h$wx  $wzi
h$wy  $wyi h$wy  $wzi
h$wz  $wzi
2666666664
3777777775
sym
ð34Þwhere (u1,u2,u3) denotes the scalar triple product (u1Æ(u2 ^ u3)) and Ix ¼ Iy þ I z þ ðy2c þ z2cÞA.
Cr and Cs are the rigidity operators associated to the axial stress and the shear stresses, respectively. They
depend on the cross-section (shape and material). Each component of them is a cross-sectional constant. Some
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after, using the properties (a,b, c,d) speciﬁed in Section 2.3.
Cr– Using Eq. (12), the coupling terms in Cr between (cx,vy,vz) and ðg0x; g0y ; g0zÞ vanish. The constitutive rela-
tion Tr ¼ CrDr reduces toN
My
Mz
Mxw
Myw
Mzw
2666666664
3777777775
¼ E
A 0 0 0 0 0
Iy 0 0 0 0
Iz 0 0 0
Ixxw I
xy
w I
xz
w
Iyyw I
yz
w
Izzw
2666666664
3777777775
sym

cx
vy
vz
g0x
g0y
g0z
2666666664
3777777775
ð35Þwhere the cross-sectional constants I ijw ¼ hwiwji deﬁne the warping matrix noted Iw.
Cs– Using the relationships given by Eq. (13) and the properties of the shear stresses si (Eqs. (9)–(11)), we get
Cs as follows:Cs ¼ G
Ix zcA ycA J Ix zcA ycA
A 0 zcA Ay  A 0
A ycA 0 Az  A
Ix  J zcA ycA
A Ay 0
A Az
2666666664
3777777775
sym
ð36ÞFinally, it should be noted that except the six independent components of the warping matrix Iw, all the
cross-sectional constant are related to the classical ones.
Primary and secondary internal forces. One can derive from the constitutive relationTs ¼ CsDs (Eq. (36)),
the following relations:Mxp ¼ Mx þMxs ¼ GJvx
T yp ¼ T y þ T ys ¼ GAycy
T zp ¼ T z þ T zs ¼ GAzcz
9>=>; ð37Þ
It is usual, in non-uniform torsional warping theories, to introduce the primary torsional moment deﬁned by
Mxp ¼ Mx þMxs (see e.g. Sapountzakis and Mokos, 2006). Thus, by analogy, we can introduce here the primary
internal force vectorMp ¼ ðMxp; T yp; T zpÞ wherein T yp ¼ T y þ T ys and T zp ¼ T z þ T zs deﬁne the primary shear forces.
The relations Eq. (37) recall the constitutive relationships (Eq. (7)) of TP-SV; this result may explain the ter-
minology primary, and hence secondary. It is worth to note that, in the present theory, we do not need to intro-
duce the primary internal forces. However, this can be useful for simpliﬁed theories (see Section 5) wherein the
warping parameters gi (linked to cross-sectional strains) are not independent.
3.4. Normal and shear stresses
The expressions of the strain (Eq. (17)) and the inverse of the constitutive relations (Eq. (32)) allow to
express the normal and shear stresses with respect to the generalized stresses in the following compact form:rnuwxx ¼
N
A
þM
y
Iy
zM
z
Iz
yþ
Mxw
Myw
Mzw
264
375
t
½Iw1
wx
wy
wz
264
375 ð38Þ
snuw ¼ x ^ X y z $wx $wy $wz

 
Cs½ 1 Ts½  ð39Þ
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N
A
þM
y
Iy
zM
z
Iz
yþM
x
w
jr
ððIyyw Izzw  Iyzw 2Þwx þ ðIxyw Izzw þ Ixzw Iyzw Þwy þ ðIxyw Iyzw  Ixzw Iyyw ÞwzÞ
h i
þM
y
w
jr
ððIxyw Izzw þ Ixzw Iyzw Þwx þ ðIxxw Izzw  Ixzw 2Þwy þ ðIxxw Iyzw þ Ixyw Ixzw ÞwzÞ
h i
þM
z
w
jr
ððIxyw Iyzw  Ixzw Iyyw Þwx þ ðIxxw Iyzw þ Ixyw Ixzw Þwy þ ðIxxw Iyyw  Ixyw 2ÞwzÞ
h i
ð40Þwith jr ¼ Ixxw Iyyw I zzw  Ixxw Iyzw 2  Ixyw 2I zzw þ 2Ixyw Ixzw Iyzw  Ixzw 2Iyyw .
Eq. (39) of the shear can also be expanded as follows:snuw ¼ Mxsx þ T ysy þ T zsz þM
x
s
js
ðA AyÞðA AzÞðIxsx  x ^ XÞ  A2ðy2cðA AyÞ þ z2cðA AzÞÞsx


zcAðA AzÞðAysy  yÞ þ ycAðA AyÞðAzsz  zÞ
þ T ys
js
zcAðA AzÞðJsx  x ^ XÞ


þððIx  JÞðA AzÞ  y2cA2ÞðAsy  yÞ  z2cA2ðA AzÞsy  yczcA2ðAzsz  zÞ

þ T
y
s
js
ycAðA AyÞðJsx  x ^ XÞ  yczcA2ðAysy  yÞ þ ððIx  JÞðA AyÞ  z2cA2ÞðAsz  zÞ


y2cA2ðA AyÞsz

ð41Þwith js ¼ ðIx  JÞðA AyÞðA AzÞ  A2ðy2cðA AyÞ þ z2cðA AzÞÞ.
Comparison with Saint Venant stresses. In SV-BT, the normal and shear stresses are expressed with (Eq. (6))rsvxx ¼
N
A
þM
y
Iy
zM
z
Iz
y; ssv ¼ Mxsx þ T ysy þ T zsz ð42ÞComparing Eqs. (40) and (41) with Eq. (42) makes clear the additional contribution of the new internal
forces Mw and Ms induced by the non-uniformity of warping.
Shear at the edge. Let us consider the case of a beam free of loading on its lateral surface Slat. The expres-
sion Eq. (41) of the shear is constructed with the Saint Venant shears (sx,sy,sz) and supplementary terms
ðx ^ XÞ; ðyÞ and (z) associated to ðMs; T ys ; T zsÞ. The Saint Venant shears naturally vanish at the free edge of
the cross-section but the supplementary terms violate the ‘‘no shear’’ boundary conditions at the edge. Thus,
for this theory founded on the displacement model Eq. (15), the result on the shear distribution over the cross-
section is not quite satisfying.
To better evaluate the shear, one can use the classical alternative which consists to consider the equilibrium
of an elementary slice (dx) of the beam and to calculate the shear that equilibrates the variation of the normal
stresses rxx given by Eq. (40).3.5. Governing equations of the non-uniform warping theory
Finally, the displacement model Eq. (15) has led to a one-dimensional non-uniform warping theory that can
be summarized in Table 1. For a given three-dimensional beam problem, after solving the one-dimensional
problem model conforming to the equations of the NUW-BT, the relationships Eq. (15)–(39) allow to evaluate
a three-dimensional distribution of the displacement and the stresses.
Restrained and free warping. The built-in boundary conditions are v = h = g = 0 and the free ones are
R =M =Mw = 0. For a cantilever beam submitted to shear-bending or torsion, the warping is restrained
(g = 0) for the embedded cross-section, and free (Mw = 0) in the other extremity. Thus the warping is actually
non-uniform along the span.
Table 1
Governing equations of the NUW-BT
External actions p, l, q x-distributed
F, C, Q on the extremities
Internal forces R, M, Mw, Ms
Tr ¼ ½N My Mz Mxw Myw Mzw t
Ts ¼ ½Mx T y T z Mxs T ys T zs t
Equilibrium
R0 þ p ¼ 0
M 0 þ x ^ Rþ l ¼ 0
M 0w Ms þ q ¼ 0
v, h, g
Strain c, v, g, g 0
Dr ¼ ½ cx vy vz g0x g0y g0z t
Ds ¼ ½ vx cy cz gx gy gz t
Behavior Tr ¼ CrDr and Ts ¼ CsDs
Boundary conditions depend on the problem
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The bending moments (My,Mz) is here referring to the centroid G while the torsional moment Mx is refer-
ring to the shear center C. In SV-BT, this choice uncouples torsional and bending eﬀects. However, due to
warping, torsional and bending eﬀects remain coupled in the present NUW-BT. For an arbitrary cross-section
this coupling eﬀect is related to the three coupling components ðIxyw ; Ixzw ; Iyzw Þ of the warping matrix Iw and to the
coordinates (yc,zc) of the shear center C. This coupling appears clearly in the constitutive relations and in the
expressions of the stresses Eqs. (40) and (41). It is established in the next section that this coupling vanishes for
bi-symmetrical section.4. Cross-section symmetries
It is useful to analyze the consequences of the symmetries of the cross-section on the structural behavior
and the stresses. Note ﬁrst that the symmetry properties Eq. (14) of the warping functions induce the following
properties for the components of the warping matrix:symmetry=ðG; yÞ Ixyw ¼ Iyzw ¼ 0
symmetry=ðG; zÞ Ixzw ¼ Iyzw ¼ 0
)
ð43ÞThe case of mono-symmetrical cross-section can be deduced from the general one. However, it is interesting to
analyze the particular case of a bi-symmetrical cross-section (G = C).
Behavior. For bi-symmetrical cross-section, the terms fI ijw, (i5j)} vanish. Thus,
• the warping matrix Iw becomes diagonal,
• and Eq. (36) leads to the uncoupling between the torsional moment and the shear forcesMx
Mxs
 
¼ G Ix J Ix
J Ix Ix  J
 
 vx
gx
 
T y
T ys
 
¼ G A Ay  A
Ay  A A Ay
 
 cy
gy
" #
T z
T zs
 
¼ G A Az  A
Az  A A Az
 
 cz
gz
 
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
ð44Þ
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N
A
þM
y
Iy
zM
z
Iz
yþM
x
w
Ixxw
wx þM
y
w
Iyyw
wy þM
z
w
Izzw
wz ð45Þ
snuw ¼ Mxsx þ T ysy þ T zsz þMxs
Ix
ðIx  JÞ s
x  1
Ix
x ^ X
 
þ T ys
A
ðA AyÞ s
y  1
A
y
 
ð46Þ
þ T zs
A
ðA AzÞ s
z  1
A
z
 
This expression can be rewritten using the primary internal forcessnuw ¼ Mxpsx þ T ypsy þ T zpsz þMxs
1
ðIx  JÞ Js
x  x ^ Xð Þ þ T ys
1
ðA AyÞ Ays
y  y 
þ T zs
1
ðA AzÞ Azs
z  zð Þ ð47Þ5. Simpliﬁed versions of the theory
5.1. Hypotheses
Expanding Eq. (19) of the virtual work, we get W i ¼
Z
L
Nbcx þ T ybcy þ T zbcz þMxbvx þMybvy þMzbvz þMxwbg0x þMywbg0y þMzwbg0z
þMxsbgx þ T ysbgy þ T zsbgzdx ð48ÞIntroducing the primary internal forces, this expression can be rewritten as follows: W i ¼
Z
L
Nbcx þMybvy þMzbvz þMxwbg0x þMywbg0y þMzwbg0z þMxpbvx þMxsðbgx  bvxÞ þ T ypbcy þ T ysðbgy  bcyÞ
þT zpbcz þ T zsðbgz  bczÞ	dx
ð49Þ
His-hypotheses. Let us call H
i
s, i 2 {x,y,z}, the hypotheses that consist to neglect, in the above expression of
the internal work, one or more of the energy termsMxsðbgx  bvxÞ; T ysðbgy  bcyÞ; T zsðbgz  bczÞ ð50Þ
which are associated to the secondary internal forces Mxs ; T
y
s and T
z
s, respectively. These H
i
s-hypotheses mean
also that the warping parameters ðbgx; bgy ; bgzÞ are very close to ðbvx;bcy ;bczÞbgx  bvx; bgy  bcy ; bgz  bcz ð51Þ
When one or more of these hypotheses are considered, a corresponding simpliﬁed-NUW-BT can be
deduced. As illustration, we analyze hereafter the case of a simpliﬁed-NUW-BT assuming simultaneously
the three Hxs , H
y
s and H
z
s hypotheses.5.2. Simpliﬁed non-uniform warping theory
When Hxs , H
y
s and H
z
s are satisﬁed, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced since the warping param-
eters (gx,gy,gz) are taken as (vx,cy,cz), respectively. In that case, the virtual strains reduce to
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0
xw
x þ bc0ywy þ bc0zwz
2bexy ¼ ðz zc  wx;yÞbvx þ ð1þ wy;yÞbcy þ ðwz;yÞbcz
2bexz ¼ ðy yc þ wx;zÞbvx þ ðwy;zÞbcy þ ð1þ wz;zÞbcz
8><>: ð52Þ
and the internal virtual work toW i ¼
Z
L
Nbcx þ T ypbcy þ T zpbcz þMxpbvx þMybvy þMzbvz þMxwbv0x þMywbc0y þMzwbc0z 	dx ð53Þ
Behavior. Using Hooke’s law, one can obtain the structural behavior of the beam that corresponds to this
simpliﬁed-NUW-BT. The constitutive relations are here the following:N ¼ EAcx
My ¼ EIyvy
Mz ¼ EIzvz
eMxweMyweMzw
2664
3775 ¼ ½Iw
v0x
c0y
c0z
264
375
eT yp ¼ GAycyeT zp ¼ GAzczeMxp ¼ GJvx
9>=>; ð54ÞThe upperscript fðÞ is used to specify that the quantity (Æ) refers to the simpliﬁed-NUW-BT.
Stresses. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the particular case of a bi-symmetrical cross-section. Using
the inverse of the constitutive relations (Eq. (54)) and the strain (Eq. (52)) allows to express the stresses with
respect to the internal forces. The expression of the normal stresses remains the same given by Eq. (45), but
using the bimoment fM wernuwxx ¼ NA þMyIy zM
z
Iz
yþ
eMxw
Ixxw
wx þ
eMyw
Iyyw
wy þ
eMzw
Izzw
wz ð55ÞAnd, using Eq. (13), the shear is here reduced toesnuw ¼ eMxpsx þ eT ypsy þ eT zpsz ð56Þ
Compared with Eq. (47), this expression Eq. (56) is not acceptable since the eﬀect of the secondary internal
forces is absent. Furthermore, the resultants of the shear are here the primary forces ( eMxp; eT yp; eT zp) and not
(Mx,Ty,Tz). A correction may be done: a secondary internal force vector fM s can be evaluated using the third
equilibrium equation (Eq. (26))fM 0w  fM s þ q ¼ 0 ð57Þ
and then introduced in the more general expression Eq. (47)esnuw ¼ eMxpsx þ eT ypsy þ eT zpsz þ eMxs 1ðIx  JÞ ðJsx  x ^ XÞ þ eT ys 1ðS AyÞ ðAysy  yÞ þ eT zs 1ðS AzÞ
 ðAzsz  zÞ ð58ÞComments. Comparisons between NUW-BT results and simpliﬁed-NUW-BT results have to be achieved to
know when these simpliﬁed-NUW-BT may be used? For any kind of loading and cross-section? Responses are
given in the analytical and numerical analyzes presented in part II.6. Comments and conclusion
The non-uniform warping beam theory (NUW-BT) proposed in this paper includes the eﬀects of torsion
and shear forces by using three independent warping parameters associated to the three Saint Venant warping
functions that are commonly considered as the reference ones. Thus, this theory is free from the classical
assumptions on the warping functions or on the shear distributions, and is, a priori, valid for any cross-sec-
tion. Easy to compare with Saint Venant results, this approach allows to highlight several aspects concerning
the additional eﬀects associated to the non-uniformity of the warping.
5926 R. El Fatmi / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 5912–5929• Cross-sectional displacement and stresses. The displacement, parametrized by (v,h,g), led to the classical
cross-sectional stresses (R,M) and to new internal force vectors: the bimoment vector Mw and the second-
ary internal force vector Ms. Eqs. (40) and (41) of the stresses, compared with those of SV-BT Eq. (42),
clearly show the contribution of the new internal forces: Mw induces additional normal stresses and Ms
induces additional shear stresses. If one introduces the primary internal force vector, deﬁned by
Mp =M +Ms, the shear stresses expressed with both (Mp,Ms), as in Eq. (47), allow to show the contribu-
tion of each internal force vector. It is worth to note that the calculation of the stresses do not need any new
computation since the Saint Venant warping functions (wi) and the Saint Venant shear vectors (si) are
supposed to be known.
• Constitutive relations. Apart the components of the warping matrix Iw, all the cross-sectional constants are
related to the classical constants (A, Iy, Iz,J,ky, kz,yc,zc). Iw must be computed. This is very easy when, as it
is assumed, the warping functions are known.
• Coupling eﬀect. Due to the non-uniformity of the warping, torsional and bending eﬀects are coupled; even if
the bending moments (My,Mz) refer to the centroid G while the torsional moment M refers to the shear
center C. This coupling is induced by the non-symmetry of the cross-section which is here characterized
by the cross-sectional constants ðyc; zc; Ixyw ; Ixzw ; Iyzw Þ. The coupling which appears in the expressions of the
structural behavior and the stresses, vanishes if the cross-section is bi-symmetric.
• Simpliﬁed-NUW-BT. Simpliﬁed theories may be deduced if one ore more of the His-hypotheses are consid-
ered. These hypotheses, which consist to neglect a part of the energy associated to the secondary internal
forces, lead to simpliﬁed theories wherein the number of degrees of freedom is reduced. By analogy, the gap
between NUW-BT and simpliﬁed-NUW-BT may be compared4 to the gap between Timoshenko-BT and
Bernoulli-BT.
Remark. The present NUW-BT neglects Poisson’s eﬀect and does not consider distortion. It has been
shown in El Fatmi and Zenzri (2004) that Poisson’s eﬀect may be important for solid-CS (as a rectangular
one (a · b) when the ratio a/b is signiﬁcant) and has no really inﬂuence for thin-walled-CS. Besides, we know
that distortion is important for thin-walled-CS. Thus, to improve this NUW-BT, a next work should take into
account distortion for thin-walled-CS and Poisson’s eﬀect for solid-CS.
To illustrate this theory, we study in part II (El Fatmi, 2007) the elastic behavior of cantilever beams5 sub-
jected to torsion or shear-bending, for a representative set of cross-sections (CS) (solid-CS and thin-walled
open/closed-CS, bi-symmetric or not). The comparison of the results of NUW-BT with those of simpliﬁed-
NUW-BT can help to decide when simpliﬁed theories can be used, and hence when the warping parameters
may be reduced.
The present work on non-uniform warping has been devoted to the case of a homogeneous cross-sec-
tion. However, it is worth to note that this beam theory, which is completely founded on the knowledge
of the Saint Venant solution, may be extended to study the case of composite cross-section for which, as
mentioned in the introduction, the warping eﬀects can be more critical. Indeed, an extended Saint Venant
solution has been established for composite beam (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998), and its computation
is already possible with the numerical method developed by Ladeve`ze et al. (2001) or El Fatmi and
Zenzri (2002, 2004).Appendix A. On Saint Venant’s solution within the exact beam theory
The linearized equations of Saint Venant’s problem equilibrium (Fig. 1) are4 Ber
energy
are tak
5 Bec
theorynoulli-BT may be seen as a simpliﬁed version of Timoshenko-BT. Indeed, starting from Timoshenko-BT, Bernoulli-BT neglects the
terms (T yðv0y  hzÞ) and (T zðv0z þ hyÞ) associated to the shear forces. This reduces the degrees of freedom since the rotations hy and hz
en as the slopes of vz and (vy), which constitutes the classical normality condition of the cross-section.
ause of the critical region close to the embedded section, cantilever beam is the signiﬁcant test to evaluate a non-uniform warping
.
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eðnÞ ¼ 1
2
ðrtnþrnÞ in X
r ¼ K : eðnÞ in X
r  n ¼ 0 on Slat
9>>=>>; ðA:1Þr  ðxÞ ¼ H0 on S0
r  x ¼ HL on SL

ðA:2Þ3D Saint Venant’s solution is the unique x-polynomial solution that exactly satisﬁes Eq. (A.1) and satisﬁes
the boundary conditions (Eq. (A.2)) only in terms of resultant (force and moment). As given by Ladeve`ze and
Simmonds (1998), the expression of the Saint Venant solution isnsv ¼ uðxÞ þ xðxÞ ^ X þAðXÞ  RðxÞ þBðXÞ MðxÞ ðA:3Þ
rsv  x ¼A0ðXÞ  RðxÞ þB0ðXÞ MðxÞ ðA:4Þ
c
v
 
¼ u
0 þ x ^ x
x0
 
¼ K R
M
 
ðA:5Þwhere the l cross-sectional stresses (R = hrÆxi, M = hX ^ (rÆx)i) verify the one-dimensional equilibrium equa-
tions: R 0 = 0; M 0 + x ^ R = 0 (M refers here to the centroid).
The linear operators (K;A;B;A0;B0), called the cross-sectional operators (CSO), depend only of the cross-
section (shape and material); they verify the following properties:
• A0 et B0 associated to the stress-vector (rsv Æ x) are unique and they verify the natural conditions:hA0i ¼ I; hB0i ¼ O; hX ^A0i ¼ O; hX ^B0i ¼ I ðA:6Þwhere I is the identity tensor and O is the zero tensor.
• A and B are taken such ashA0tAi ¼ hA0tBi ¼ hB0tAi ¼ hB0tBi ¼ O ðA:7ÞThese conditions are always possible (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998), since nsv is unique within an arbi-
trary rigid body displacement.
• K is the result of the identiﬁcation (Ladeve`ze and Simmonds, 1998)hðrsvÞaK1ðrsvÞbi ¼ R
a
Ma
 t
K
Rb
Mb
" #
8ða; bÞ ðA:8Þwhere ((rsv)a,Ra,Ma) and ((rsv)b,Rb,Mb) are the stresses and cross-sectional resultants corresponding to the
Saint Venant solutions associated to the data ðHa0;HaLÞ and ðHb0 ;HbLÞ, respectively.
The CSO are given, for an homogeneous elastic and isotropic material, by:A ¼
0 /y /z
V x 0 0
W x 0 0
264
375; B ¼ /
x 0 0
0 V y V z
0 W y W z
264
375; A0 ¼
1
A 0 0
0 syy s
z
y
0 syz s
z
z
264
375; B0 ¼ 0
z
Iy
 yIz
sxy 0 0
sxz 0 0
264
375 ðA:9Þ
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1
EA 0 0 0 0 0
1
GAky
þ z2cGJ  yczcGJ zcGJ 0 0
1
GAkz
þ y2cGJ  ycGJ 0 0
1
GJ 0 0
1
EIy
0
1
EIz
2666666666664
3777777777775
sym
ðA:10Þ(A, Iy, Iz,J,ky,kz,yc,zc) are the cross-sectional constants and, with i 2 {x,y,z}, (Vi, Wi) are the in-plane func-
tions related to the Poisson’s eﬀect, and /i and si the Saint Venant warping function and the Saint Venant
shears related to the torsional moment and the shear forces. It is worth to note that ky, kz are not the correction
Timoshenko factors, but the shear coeﬃcients associated to the present Saint Venant shears (sy,sz) which are
related to the warping functions (/y,/z).
The computation of the CSO (that contain the warping functions, shears functions, . . .) can be done
with the numerical methods proposed by Ladeve`ze et al. (2001) or El Fatmi and Zenzri (2002, 2004).References
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